Abstract
Introduction
So far, the art has considerable development and contains increasingly broad scope. It includes not only the ancient art [1] [2] , but also the modern art [3] [4] . At the same time, it also includes both traditional art and electronic arts [5] [6] . The form of the art is also different from before. Take the electronic art as an example, it also change to the network form in the developing process. Based on the development of Internet technology, the sharing of massive multimedia data such as image and video becomes a reality. At the same time, people are getting used to query information on the Internet. Under the current the Internet background, commercial search engines, such as Baidu, Bing, Google, etc., are committed to develop more intelligent image retrieval system. Traditional image retrieval method mainly relies on the text keywords input by the users, and the search engine will extend the keywords according to off-line built corpus to construct user query text feature. In the retrieval process, the image text feature will be constructed according to the webpage. The image retrieval results are obtained according to similarity calculation between characteristics of the user's query text features and image text [7] [8] [9] [10] .
Since the current Internet based on text retrieval technology [11] [12] [13] is already quite mature, text characteristics based image retrieval can be easily achieved. However, the problem lies on that the surrounding text labels and visual content of the images are not consistent. With the development of the image technology, search system with image directly as the query content is favored by many users. Current retrieval technology with image directly as the query content focuses on calculating the relevance scores of each piece of image according to the low-level visual features [14] [15] [16] . However, due to the low-level visual features of images can't well reflect the image semantic content, images with the same low-level visual features always can't prove the similar semantic content. In this way, search engine with both text method and image method can't be satisfactory for the direct search results.
In this context, the combination of image content to the initial retrieval results becomes a very important technology. With the development of image retrieval technology, a lot of image re ranking methods have been proposed. The classical methods, including clustering, classification, etc., transform the image ranking problem into a classical semi supervised learning problem to realize the filtering of the image. The method based on machine learning can automatically learn the ranking function favored by the user according to the initial search results order, and improve the final image retrieval ranking. Combined with the current image re ranking technology [17] , the performance of the current image retrieval has been greatly improved.
However, traditional image re ranking techniques often do not consider the semantic etcontent of the image information. The problem of the semantic gap of the image is still not resolved. The research trend is how to combine the semantic content information of the image to improve higher ranking performance and avoid the image semantic gap [18] [19] .
At the same time, retrieval of art images has its own characteristics, and most users of the art images are professionals. Retrieval of art images is generally used for the analysis and identification of images, classification and sorting of images, and so on, which lead to a certain difference between the artistic images and ordinary image recognition. In order to properly retrieve the art images, this paper develops a new method. The main work of this paper is to establish a new image retrieval method, which can help to improve the performance of the art image query. The remainder of the paper is shown as the following: some basic query methods are introduced in Section 2; the new method is described in Section 3; the verification is shown in Section 4; and the Conclusion is shown in Section 5.
The Basic Query Methods
So far, image reordering method is mainly according to the image visual features. The image reordering is realized by mining query image correlation information. The main features include edge histogram, bow histogram, color moments and so on. These methods can be classified into several categories:
(1) Clustering based image re ranking This kind of method introduces the assumption conditions. It means that the initial retrieval reordering results and the query related images are similar to each other and the major images in the query results are similar. Through the clustering method, similar images can be clustered into dense images clusters, and the not similar images will be clustered into relatively sparse clusters. Then, these images in a sparse image cluster will be put back, while images in the dense cluster will be put to the front position. The retrieval ranking performance will be improved. This thought is the core of cluster re ranking based methods. The key to this kind of method is how to put the similar images together into a class. In fact, for the clustering problem, a kind of method of information bottleneck based method has been proposed. This method can be used to obtain the mutual information entropy of each class according to initial relevance scores and the initial cluster of each piece image to be retrieved to dynamically adjust the image contained in each class. Finally, the images are reordered according to consider the correlation between each image, correlation degree in corresponding relationship between classes belonged and denseness of the corresponding class. The method is mainly used in the condition of image retrieval results with high visual repetition rate. It can get better image reordering results, but the effective limitation is often fit for the initial retrieval ranking results with a single visual mode. When the return type of the image is much more and big visual difference exists between the returned images, this kind of method can't improve the quality of the retrieval results. On the other hand, because the number of clustering is the key parameters of this kind of method, how to dynamic adaptively determine the number of clusters is still a difficult problem in the current research, which also limits this method in actual application from a certain extent.
(2) Classification based image re ranking [22] There are two kinds of images in the results of image retrieval: similar and not similar. The image classification problem can be regarded as an image classification problem. Classification based method often needs the initial search ranking results to estimate the pseudo correlations and obtain the corresponding pseudo positive instances and pseudo negative instances. These pseudo positive instances and negative pseudo instances will be used to train the classifier for the estimation of correlation of the retrieval results. The trained classifier is used to predict the sort images, and reordering the images through the predicted scores. The key to this method is how to choose the non-pollution training sample and how to get the classifier with high accuracy. Here, a typical method is given to introduce the method. Pseudo relevance feedback method is referred to reorder the images. According to an initial search results ranking, the top k images will be done as positive examples. At the same time, relevant images for query only account a small proportion in the large-scale database, therefore, k images selected randomly in the database can be used as the negative examples in order to acquire the training samples. For the training of the classifier, the main methods are boosting, SVM, and SVM Ranking, etc. More importantly, for the retrieval activity, the problem of time should be considered. On the other hand, in order to estimate the parameters of the classification model accurately, it is necessary to have a pure training sample with sufficient number. However, in this method, the number of training samples obtained is often limited and with noisy images, which limit the application of this method in practices.
(3) Image re ranking based on graph structure [23] [24] The graph structure based re ranking method can be regarded each image as a node, and the similarity between images can be regarded as the weight of the connection edge between the nodes. Then, re ranking work can be realized by mutual transfer between edges in the image according to the correlation fraction. This method focuses on how to construct the reasonable structure to make the connection between the real images of significant and connection weights between different images small. Based on the image structure, relevance scores estimation problem for the image can be seen as a random walk process in the figure. The ranking score of each image can be calculated by the stable probability of random walk of each image node. The famous Page Rank algorithm is also can be used in the image retrieval field. The art images to be sorted are regarded as the text, and the image visual similarity is regarded as the hyperlinks between images. Based on the two conditions, classical Page Rank algorithm is used to calculate the importance of per image node. From the perspective of semi supervised learning and the analysis of the constructed image model, the online learning scheduling model can be learned according to the image correlation label transmission. In this kind of method, the key lies in how to reasonably construct the connected image model between the images nodes. It is similar with the cluster methods, for the conditions of diverse visual patterns in the initial retrieval results, structure based image re ranking approach is often unable to obtain good effect.
(4) Learning based image re ranking method [25] Image re ranking method based on the learning theory is supported by modern machine learning theory. The image ranking problem is considered as the traditional machine learning problem. According to the initial image retrieval results, this kind of method can be divided into some steps: 1) mining a prior information; 2) training the prediction 
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Copyright ⓒ 2016 SERSC function for the image correlation; 3) make a prediction for each image according to the prediction function; 4) using the prediction scores as relevance scores of each piece image to be the ranking; 5) obtaining the final ranking results. The key to this method is how to search for prior information which can reflect the relevance of the image according to the initial search results. From the perspective of image historical click rate, image with high historical click rate may often be the images which attract the attention of the users. Combined with Gaussian process regression model, the prediction function aiming at the image click rate is trained, and finally, prediction scores and the initial image ranking score are combined to realize the re ranking process of the images to be sorted in the initial retrieval results. From the perspective of image multi feature fusion, the query method can be divided into the following steps: 1) semantic model relative to the user queries is analyzed; 2) search the query relevant point of reference image; 3) fusion coefficients of each feature channel should be adaptive learned based on the principle that multiple feature channels corresponding to retrieval ordering structure should be similar; 4) the ranking of the final results is guided by the distance measure of the fusion image. The advantage of the method based on learning is that the adaptive ranking function can be obtained by combining the features of the user query itself, but the training time is often relatively long.
In order to develop a suitable method which can give consideration to both query precision and query speed, the advantages of each method can be combined to form a new method for the art image retrieval. ... 
A New

Image Incomplete Filtration
Incomplete filtration is used to obtain the query results according to divide the inverted list into some sublist and clustering centers methods. The process is accomplished by training clustering centers when constructing an inverted index.
For the query image feature q , combined with the incomplete filtration method, each detailed step can be described as the following:
Step1: Calculates the distance 
The New Method
The new method is composed of the steps shown above, and it mainly includes initial query, reorganization, results recheck and images reordering. At the beginning, the tag query method and the semantic query method will be used to search the initial image results; then, the results will be reorganization according to the semantic method; finally, the images in the results will be filtered by the incomplete filtration method. The flow chart of the new query method can be shown in Figure. 
Verification
In order to predict the retrieval performance of the new proposed method, a series of experiments have been designed. According to comparison of the query precision and query speed, the performance of the new proposed method will be tested. Due to the aim of the experiments used for the verification of precision and speed, the number of feature points won't be given in the results. The dataset are used in reference [26] and reference [27] and the retrieval results of the new proposed method are used to compare with that referred to reference [27] . Specific information of the datasets is given in Table 1 . All the experiments are worked out by software of mat lab R2011b on a computer with Intel Core I5 with the frequency of 2.8GHz and 4G memory. Dataset  sift  gist  Feature dimension  128  960  Training set  100000  500000  Dataset  1000000  1000000  Query set  10000  1000 The Table.2 to Table.4 gives the results generated by the new method and the preferred method. Parameters of k and w are the inverted list number of the index structure and the number of inverted permutation table. The parameter of k is 64, 256 and 1024 and parameter of w is 8, 16, and 32 for dataset sift, while parameter of k is 64 and 256 and parameter of w is 8 and 16 for dataset gist. In the tables, R is the query results with the number of 100.
Table 1. Dataset Used for the Experiment
The Table. 2 gives the query precision and query time of the new method and the reference method. The query time can reflect the query speed of the method. From the table, we can see that the query precision of the new method is a little higher than that of a reference query method, and the query time is increased. In order to get the detailed performance of the new method, the query precision and query time of the new method with different parameters have been calculated. Query performance of the new method is verified according to the variation of parameters of k2 and  .
From the Table.3 and Table. 4, it can be seen that the new method improve the query precision to some extent. This is due to the semantic retrieval before the incomplete filtration. If want to improve the query precision, the first step is that the initial image results include all the relative images without missing. In the new method, the text query and semantic query provide all the relative images in the initial results. Then, the incomplete filtering method is used to realize the aim of the images ranking. The most relative images will be put in front of the results list. Meanwhile, the query time becomes longer, and this is due to the addition of the semantic query step. When the query time is long, the total query time has little difference. However, it may be paid lots of attention that the query time will be increased a lot when the query time is short. Therefore, the next step to study is how to reduce the search time.
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Conclusion
Art image retrieval with high precision and speed can help the researchers understand an art image much more easily, and the classification for the art images can help to improve the working efficiency. In the art image retrieval, the query precision is much more important. The art image retrieval method is similar to the image retrieval. There are also various methods for the image query. No matter text based or visual features based method can't be suitable for the content based image retrieval, so it should develop a new method for the art image query.
In this paper, a new method has been proposed to improve the query precision. The new method mainly includes initial query, reorganization, results recheck and images reordering. At the beginning, the tag query method and the semantic q uery method will be used to search the initial image results; then, the results will be reorganization according to the semantic method; finally, the images in the results will be filtered by the incomplete filtration method.
According to the experimental results, the new method is proved that it can improve the query precision to some extent. This is due to the semantic retrieval before the incomplete filtration. The initial image results should include all the relative images without missing to keep the quality of the initial query results. In the new method, the text query and semantic query provide all the relative images in the initial results. Then, the incomplete filtering method is used to realize the aim of the images ranking. However, the new method increases the query time due to the addition of the semantic query step. Therefore, the next step to study is how to reduce the search time. The new method can be used in the art image retrieval process.
